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Scanastudio For Mac

Good deal: duke nukem 3d free for mac Link to the Ikalogic page Release notes for ScanaStudio logic analyzer software.. 19 Rue Columbia- 87000 Limoges - France Map Contact us: +33 555 358 028 - contact@ikalogic.. Scanastudio For Mac DownloadFor very little money Ikalogic provides a logic analyzer with very nice software.. com Working hours: 9 AM to 6 PM Paris time (GMT+1) List of supported protocol decoder
for ScanaStudio software - ikalogic/ScanaStudio-Decoders.. The series consists of two devices: the SP209 is the standard edition and the SP209i is an industrial version with specialized receivers for most common industrial busses like RS485, RS232 or CAN.. I own the 4-channel SQ200 with 200MHz sampling rate and 4M Pts memory depth per channel.. The software includes a protocol analyzer and can currently decode more
than 30 digital protocols.. Scanastudio For Mac DownloadThis is possible due to an embedded 2Gb memory that buffers the captured signals before sending to the attached PC.. The nine channel design allows 8-bit parallel data to be captured along with a clock or strobe signal at the maximum sampling rate without any trade-off between the number of active channels and the sampling rate.. g Serial word or I2C address
acknowledge), external trigger input, etc The SP2 series makes it easy to analyze CMOS logic signals and industrial buses.

Powerful trigger options are provided, including: edge trigger, logic change on one or various channels, trigger on timed logic signals sequence, trigger on protocol word or event (e.. Saelig Company, Inc Has introduced the Ikalogic SP2 Series of compact 9-channel 200MHz Logic Analyzers, which offer in-depth analysis of logic signals and protocol decoding with 200MHz (5ns) timing resolution.
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